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EMPLOYEE V CONTRACTOR – WHAT IF I GET IT WRONG? 

When you engage an individual as a ‘contractor’ you may find that the individual is considered 

to be an employee at law, and this brings with it a range of legal obligations – and liabilities if 

you get it wrong.  

Specifically, you should be aware that simply calling an individual a ‘contractor’ on paper, or the 

fact that they have an Australian Business Number (ABN) or a registered business name, does 

not mean that this is determinative of the relationship.  This is the case even if they operate 

through a trust, partnership or company, or even through a labour hire agency.  

Determining if an individual is an employee or contractor at law, first requires the application of 

the common law test.  Courts have traditionally assessed the relationship against a range of 

indicia, all of which, when combined, determine the true nature of the relationship.  

Even if the common law test determine that an individual is a contractor (at common law), some 

legislation captures contractors by either:  

• Deeming them to be ‘employees’; or  

• Treating payments made to contractors the same as (or similar to) payments made to 

employees.  

Specific legislative and administrative guidelines that you should be aware of include: 

• The Superannuation Guarantee (Administration) Act 1992 and Super Guarantee Ruling 

SGR 2005/1 

• The Pay-roll Tax Assessment Act 2002 and Revenue Ruling PT 6.1 

• The Workers' Compensation and Injury Management Act 1981 



Generally, the employment relationship is more heavily regulated than a contractor relationship.  

So, if you incorrectly classify an individual as a contractor, where at law they are in fact an 

employee, you will find that you are at risk of breaching the law.  

If you incorrectly classify an individual as an employee or contractor, you may be liable for:  

• Unpaid annual and long service leave, where you have incorrectly classified an individual 

as a contractor.  All employees are entitled to paid annual leave, and may be entitled to 

long service leave upon reaching the required number of years’ service.  

 

• Superannuation charges, where you have failed to make superannuation contributions 

for the benefit of the individual either because they are an employee at common law or 

because they are an ‘employee’ under the extended definition in the SG Act.  

 

• Payroll tax (including penalties and interest) where you have incorrectly claimed 

contractor payments made to common law employees.  

 

• Potential back pay entitlements under a modern award, where you have incorrectly 

classified an individual as a contractor.  Most non-management employees are covered 

by a modern award and will have entitlements under the award to a minimum wage, 

overtime, penalty rates, allowances and leave loading. 

 

• Compensation for unfair dismissal or for other prohibited conduct.  Many employees have 

access to an unfair dismissal regime, and to other remedies where their employer acts to 

the detriment of the employee.  For example, under the Fair Work Act 2009), an employer 

must not take adverse action against an employee because the employee makes a 

complaint about safety matters affecting the employee’s employment.  

MKT Comment 

We note the Office of State Revenue is being particularly active on this matter at present.  If 

you have any concerns with regard to this matter please contact Nigel Kingston. 

 SMALL BUSINESS ENTITY CHANGES INTRODUCED 

Last week the Federal Government introduced legislation into Parliament to give effect to its 

Enterprise Tax Plan, announced earlier in this year’s Federal Budget. 

 

Whilst the headline act is the proposed reduction in the corporate tax rate to 27.5% this year, 

reducing to 25% for all companies over the next ten years, we believe the most important 

change to be the proposed increase in the annual turnover threshold from $2 million to $10 

million for businesses to qualify as a Small Business Entity. 

 

This change is proposed to apply from 1 July 2016 which would immediately offer the following 

benefits and concessions to a raft of businesses who currently turnover more than $2m but less 

than $10m and still consider themselves to be “small” businesses. 

 

Concessions such as: 

 



• The up to $20,000 immediate deduction for Plant & Equipment acquired before 1 July 

2017; 

• A maximum $1,000 tax discount for Individuals who receive small business income as a 

sole trader, partner or beneficiaries of a Trust; 

• A 27.5% corporate tax rate for the 2017 financial year; 

• Immediate deductions for prepaid expenses and certain business start-up expenses; 

• The choice to account for GST on a Cash Basis, rather than Accruals; 

• A number of specific FBT concessions; and 

• A restricted ATO amendment period of 2 years. 

 

It remains to be seen how successful the Government will be in getting some or all of their 

Enterprise Tax Plan measures passed, however given the $2 million turnover threshold has been 

in place since 2007, it is not unreasonable to increase the threshold now to enable more “small” 

businesses to access the so called Small Business Entity Concessions. 

 

If you would like to know whether your business will qualify for these concessions please contact 

Sean Pearce. 

TAX CONSEQUENCES OF TRUST VESTING 

Most trusts have a limited life. When a trust comes to an end, it is said that the trust vests. The 

Australian Taxation Office (‘ATO’) has recently stated its concern around trust vesting. In 

particular, the ATO is concerned that some taxpayers may attempt to extend the vesting date 

of their trusts after they have vested and are not aware of the tax consequences of the trust 

vesting. It is now working in consultation with industry and aims to publish detailed information 

about the tax consequences of trusts vesting, including attempts to extend the vesting date after 

a trust has vested. 

 

The requirement that trusts have a limited life can be traced back to the old British common law 

and this doctrine is commonly known as the ‘rule against perpetuity’. In all the Australian states 

(except South Australia), this rule is now legislated and trusts can only have a maximum life of 

80 years from the time of their creation.  

 

However, some trusts may have a shorter life depending on the terms of the Trust Deed. For 

example, a Trust Deed may state that the trust ends upon certain minor beneficiaries reaching 

the age of 25. In this case, it is possible to extend the life of the trust to a maximum of 80 years 

provided the terms of the Trust Deed allow this. However, to be effective, this must be done 

before the trust vesting date. Therefore, the trustee must always be aware of this important 

date and proper planning should be done prior to the date. 

 

On the vesting date, the governing document of a trust (e.g. the Trust Deed) will usually dictate 

what the trustee is required to do with the assets of the trust and which beneficiaries are entitled 

to the assets of the trust. Further, where the beneficiaries become absolutely entitled to the 

assets of the trust and there are substantial unrealised capital gains on some of the more 

valuable assets of the trust (e.g. shares, real property, goodwill, etc), the trustee is taken to 

have crystallised the capital gains for tax purposes. In the case of unplanned trust vesting, the 

trustee may inadvertently be exposed to substantial Capital Gain Tax (‘CGT’) liability and may 

not have the cash to pay the tax debt without the forced sale of some of the assets.  



 

Given the potential adverse taxation consequences of trust vesting and the ATO concern 

surrounding this, trustees should get the Trust Deed reviewed by the tax advisers and seek 

advice where required. 

 

If you have any queries on the subject, please contact Peter Hong. 

ATO AUDIT ALERT! 

The ATO is currently focused on auditing input tax credits (ITCs) claimed on financial supplies. 

Financial supplies are input-taxed sales and do not have GST in their price.  Generally you make 

a financial supply when you do any of the following: 

 

• buy or sell shares or other securities; 

• grant credit to a customer 

• lend or borrow money;  

• acquiring or merging with another company; and 

• where a company raises capital by listing its shares on a public stock exchange. 

 

Under GST law, you cannot claim ITCs for GST paid in the price of purchases that relate to 

making input taxed financial supplies.   When a company raises capital via the issue of shares, 

special rules apply to claiming ITCs for the GST included in the price of purchases it acquires to 

facilitate the supply of securities. 

 

If the company does not exceed the financial acquisitions threshold (FAT) it may still be able to 

claim a full GST credit for the GST paid on these purchases, even though the company used 

them to make financial supplies.  If it exceeds the FAT, the company cannot claim ITCs on 

purchases it used to make those financial supplies, however, it may still be able to claim a 

reduced GST credit of 75% on those purchases if they are reduced credit acquisitions. 

 

Furthermore, the ATO guidelines impose obligations on taxpayers involved in transactions to 

determine their ITC entitlement during various phases of the transaction.  Specifically, 

companies need to:  

 

• consider their ITC entitlement as soon as a transaction is contemplated; and 

• reconsider their ITC entitlement each time they consider a different transaction structure 

(ie asset vs share sale, or equity raising vs debt funding). 

 

It is in applying the above rules and determining the FAT that the ATO is finding the most errors, 

or is finding a total disregard for the above rules.  Often due to the significant costs associated 

with raising capital, companies are either over claiming or under claiming ITCs associated with 

financial supplies of this nature.  The net GST consequences are often significant and costly when 

the ATO uncovers these errors. 

 

Our experience of ATO audits of this nature can save you and your clients’ time and costs by 

conducting the FAT testing for financial supply transactions before the ATO scopes and audits 

your companies.   

 



For more information, please contact Mimi Ngo. 

 

WORKING IN THE POST TRANSITIONAL AFSL PERIOD 

 

The “accountants’ exemption” was removed from 30th June 2016 and this also represented the 

end of the 3 year transition period for Accountants to apply for a limited Australian Financial 

Services Licence. 

 

In summary what that means is that if you wish to recommend the establish or wind up of an 

SMSF or your clients ask your opinion as to whether they should set up a SMSF, you are only 

able to do so if you are operating under an Australian Financial Services Licence (AFSL), either 

your own AFSL or under another entity’s AFSL as an Authorised Representative. 

 

This date seems to have passed by without too much fuss and many Accountants may even ask 

themselves if it really happened and can they simply carry on as before?  Many are still unclear 

as to what activities they can and can’t do now that the Accountants Exemption has been 

removed. 

 

ASIC have indicated that they will increase their compliance activities in this area and have 

allocated additional resources to this with the extra $57 million provided in the last Federal 

Budget for their surveillance activities. They will be actively looking to ensure that those who 

provide financial product advice without a license are caught and penalised. Penalties for 

providing unlicensed advice range from fines of $22,000 and/or up to two years in prison. 

 

The key issues accountants who choose not to be licensed face are understanding what ‘financial 

product advice’ is, so that you know not to provide it! 

 

Consider this. Do you know how to: 

 

• Recognise and avoid dangerous client questions that tempt ‘advice’ answers? 

• Understand how to change opinions into factual information that still provide value? 

• Identify what part of your current SMSF services is not financial product advice e.g. 

advising on SMSF tax requirements? 

• Know when to refer clients on to a financial planner for advice? 

 

If you don’t, you could be at risk of a breach of the Corporations Act requirement that prevents 

you from providing advice without a licence. 

 

And have you done the following: 

 

• Implemented policies and procedures to assist staff to know what is and is not financial 

product advice and to identify what activities staff can and cannot do? 

• Established referral arrangements with other accountants or SMSF specialists so that 

clients can still access the advice they need? 

• Identified at what point in a discussion about SMSFs clients need to be referred to a 

financial planner? 

 



Whilst unlicensed accountants are technically able to establish an SMSF on an execution only 

basis, ASIC is likely to scrutinise this activity closely to identify accountants who are still 

recommending SMSFs ‘off the books’ or ‘by implication’. As best practice CAANZ suggests that 

where requested by a client to set up a fund on an execution only basis accountants refer the 

client to a licensed adviser before providing the service. A solid referral relationship with an AFS 

licensee who can provide this advice will go a long way to demonstrating compliance. 

 

While the exemption that relates to advising on establishing and winding up an SMSF is being 

removed, certain exemptions remain that allow accountants to perform many ‘arranging’ 

activities in relation to an SMSF. It is important however that you understand exactly what the 

exemptions are so you do not provide advice that is outside these exemptions.  

 

Some common examples of advice and arranging activities that you will continue to be able to 

provide are: 

 

1. Maintenance of trustee and member records; 

2. Monitor compliance with legislation; 

3. Monitor compliance with trust deed; 

4. Prepare annual returns, tax returns and undertake the audit. 

 

Services where licensing will be required are: 

 

1. Advice to establish and wind up SMSFs; 

2. Recommend rollovers; 

3. Contributions advice (concessional and non-concessional, including salary 

sacrifice); 

4. Recommend pensions and transition to retirement strategies; 

5. Recommend pension amounts; 

6. Recommend ad hoc lump sum withdrawals; 

7. Recommend Limited Recourse Borrowing arrangements (LRBA). 

 

For a comprehensive list of services and the licensing requirements to provide the advice and 

what exemptions they are covered by visit www.l4a.com.au.  

 

There are still many activities that accountants can continue to service their clients. Accountants 

should be very wary of offering SMSF administration services that are covered by an exemption 

unless the client has a written Statement of Advice (SOA) by an AFSL holder and you are solely 

acting on that advice. 

 

MKT are in the final stages of obtaining its AFS Limited Licence and when issued, we will be 

contacting you with the range of advisory services we can provide for you and your clients where 

you choose not to be licensed. 

 

If you have any queries on what SMSF activities you can and cannot do without an AFSL and 

where MKT will be able to help, please contact Chris Schoeman. 

 

 



PREMIUM ACCOUNTANTS NETWORK - NEW SUBSCRIPTION PERIOD 

 

Would you like Priority Access to Tax Advisors that spend every day dealing with Business Tax 

matters?  

 

MKT Tax Advisors has been providing specialist tax support to Accountants, Lawyers and 

Financial Planners for over 20 years through our Accountant's Network and are proud to offer 

our Premium subscription that elevates the services and value we provide to you and your 

clients.  

 

Subscription is offered on a six monthly basis with the next period beginning on the 1st October 

2016 - for more information contact Sean Pearce on 08 9481 8448 or head to our website 

www.mkttax.com.au/premium-accountants-network. 

 

MKT CASE STUDY – PSI FOR PROFESSIONALS & CONTRACTORS 

 

MKT would like to remind you that our next case study will be on PSI for Professionals & 

Contractors, held at MKT offices on Friday 30th September at 11.30am. 

 

In this session, Sean Pearce of MKT will be covering the following: 

 

• What is and what isn’t PSI? 

• The PSI Rules – Attribution of Income and Limitations on Deductions 

• What is a Personal Services Business and what restrictions does it have? 

• The ATO’s Risk Guidelines and recent ATO action for Professional Practices 

• The current state of play with Service Entities 

 

If you would like to register, please contact Nicola via email at nicola.devonald@mkttax.com.au 

or on 08 9481 8448. 

 

Alternatively, recorded webinars of previous case studies are available for download from our 

website. 

 

Please visit our website to see a full list of the webinars we have available: 

http://www.mkttax.com.au/webinars 

 


